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The features of  the Italian setting are:

•Constitutional restrictions in budget preparation which is 
reserved to the Government (no other constraints);

•Accounting law does not directly mention parliament’s  role 
in the budget 

•Rules of procedures (jointly with some principles led by the 
Accounting Law) state many aspects of legislative and 
executive interactions to assure budget discipline

•Parliament states some limitations to its power in order to 
preserve fiscal discipline (in terms of deficit targets proposed 
by executive)

•Strict time limits on parliament’s scrutiny on the budget are 
stated in the rules of procedures



Quantitative restrictions

In the medium term budgetary framework, Parliament 
formally votes on planned deficit targets defined on the 
basis of some assumptions about the economic cycle;

•Targets affect legislative and executive discretion:

•Government has to put measures in place that are able
to drive baseline to targets;

•Parliament can modify resource allocation (including
budget composition between revenue and expenditures)
but cannot worsen stated targets (financial offsetting of
each amendment);

•Relevant procedural consequences are associated with the 
violation of financial offset in the parliamentary budget 
session (amendments can not be  discussed and voted on); 
Offset violations are stated by the Chairman of the Budget 
Committee supported in this work by technical staff;

•Offsetting current increased appropriations with capital 
expenditures is not allowed;



Qualitative  restrictions

•The financial law can not govern every aspect of public
policy. It can be applied only to financial effects aimed at
deficit reduction and reflect the current public finance
situation in Italy; no micro programs are allowed;

•This restriction applies both to the Legislative and the
Executive

•Qualitative restrictions apply to the financial bill as well as
to amendments;

•Even in this case, evaluations are carried out by the
Chairman of the Budget Committee, supported in this work
by technical staff;



The role of the Standing Committees

•Any Standing Committee examines the part of the budget
regarding its responsibility

•The Standing Committees provide an opinion on the budget
bill and vote amendments to change allocations within the
same mission; proposals approved by any Committee are
examined and voted on by the Budget Committee;

•On the financial bill, the standing Committee provides the
Budget Committee only an opinion;

•Amendments not presented in the Budget Committee
cannot be proposed in the Plenary



Main critical issues

•Targets are defined on deficit and not on debt;

•Fiscal rules are focused on ex ante scrutiny and little is
done to monitor outcomes;

•Targets are defined in terms of state budget and general
government. It is very difficult to assess consistent analysis
on each measure with a dual perspective;

•The focus is on marginal changes loosing an overall
perspective on expenditure control;

•Difficulties are met in respecting restrictions on the content
of the financial bill

•Emphasis on procedures rather than on efficacy of
parliamentary scrutiny;


